
Meeting start: 7:05 
  
Attendance: Guy Dela Rosa, Joe Mela, John Birkrem, Bob Shellenberger (arrived at 8:30) and Shea 
Stevens 
 
Reviewed Agenda (below)  
 
Notes of Interest: 
 

1. Throwing Lids to Benefit Kids raised $907.80 
2. Yetter preparations 

a. Finish flagging and painting OB 
b. Need to check the water coolers for cleanliness; Bottled water is the backup 

3. The bottom 3rd of the switchback between 7 and 8 was repaired on the work day, and we 
estimated it will take 5-6 guys another 5 hours to finish the rest. 

4. Joe proposed a point system for determining the Dynamo award. It will run from Yetter to 
Yetter. He’s working on the points per action breakdown. 

5. I AM Mighty Chuck is set for 11/9. Reached out to Kurt Hoffman and Chris Errico to get their 
picks for captains. 

6. Bob Shellenberger gave us a quote for grinding stumps on the West side and also broke 
down some other payment options. The goal of this project will be to enable lawnmowers 
to access more area that at present can only be done with weed whackers.  
 
 

Meeting End: 8:48 
 
Agenda:  
 
1) Finance 
2) Previous tournaments: LidsFKids 
3) Grounds keeping...I plan to paint OB and Flag where needed hopefully Thursday or when not wet 
prior to Sunday. 
Holes that need to be painted and flagged; #1,#3 behind C pin to the right( #7,#9,#16,#17 and #18 
around the edge of the blacktop by the bathroom. 
3) Yetter/ Am cup: JB will need help getting needed items from Shed which he will cover tonight. 
All help is welcome...please sign up family and friends to spot/help. 
4) Locks: NJ Lowe’s Quote is $1148 + tax and - Military discount for 115 locks...Joe will have lock  to 
show at meeting.  this lock is going to be harder to cut than anything we have had in the past. 
5) Lost & Found 
6) other issues. 


